Constitutional genetic markers of aging.
Constitutional genetic markers of aging can be defined as members of that subset of genes that modulate the times of onset and/or the rates of progression of one or more of the processes of aging, or the response of the target cells, tissues and organisms to a particular process. These genetic factors are classified into: (1) those that control changes in structure and function that may be universally expressed in aging organisms or that are expressed in large taxonomic groups of organisms ("public markers") and (2) those that control changes that are species specific or that reflect polymorphisms or mutations within a species ("private markers"). Both spontaneous and experimentally induced genetic variation can identify and characterize such genetic elements. Recommendations for implementing such a program of research include (1) particularization of the aging phenotype, (2) further development of nonmammalian models amenable to genetic analysis, (3) systematic search for relevant spontaneous mutations in Mus musculus, (4) utilization of recombinant inbred, chimeric, transgenic and interspecific mice and (5) investigations of genetic concomitants of speciation.